




1. In-Depth Aerial Imagery and Electric Bill Analysis

First, we’ll take a look at your home or business’ roof layout, and how much sunlight
it receives.

Then, we‘ll analyze your energy usage over the last year to determine how many 
solar photovoltaic (PV) modules are needed. If you just moved in, or are building a new 
home, we have engineering tools to help esmate annual energy consumpon. 

We’ll then send one of our in-house licensed drone pilots to survey your property.
They’ll capture over 200 drone images for accurate building renderings. Scanifly™ allows They’ll capture over 200 drone images for accurate building renderings. Scanifly™ allows 
us to render your home with accurate measurements
so we can produce the most accurate panel 
layout and producon simulaon.

Our surveyor will also analyze your home’s
electric service and a c in an effort
to produce a highly accurate and 
customized proposal.customized proposal.

Many clients are interested in ge ng Home Baery Backups in addion to a 
solar system. You can choose to backup your home parally, or fully, depending 
on your goals.

Our in-house engineers will set parameters on how many baeries you’ll  need
based on the site analysis and the backup power goals you’ve communicated. 
They will then use industry leading CAD soware as well  as proprietary tools
to create the most accurate rendering possible to fulfill  your solar and backup to create the most accurate rendering possible to fulfill  your solar and backup 
power needs. 

Then we’ll help cra the best financial soluon for you to invest in for your 
solar system. Most systems can be financed over 25 years with no money down! 

This is also a good me to think about available solar tax credits. To be clear, 
this is a tax credit, defined as a dollar for dollar credit against your liability. The 
federal tax credit is 26% in 2022, and is set to drop to 22% in 2023.

Always consult with your tax preparer before making financial decisions based 
on tax credits.on tax credits.

We are here to provide you with a world class solar installaon experience. 
Let your dedicated project manager do what they do best: get you from start 
to finish as smoothly as possible while navigang through HOA, city, and ulity 
permits. They will communicate with you as needed in order to keep you up to 
date with project scope, planning, scheduling, commissioning, and final 
inspecons! 

Sit back and relax, you’re in good hands. Enjoy all of the benefits of
going solar with backup power from Good Faith Energy! Rest assured knowing 
you can reach our service team anyme at goodfaithenergy.com/service. 

2. Load Analysis for Backup Power

3. Cra the Right Financial Soluon

4. Let Our Team Get to Work

5. Reap the Benefits of Clean Sustainable Energy

The Complete Process
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HomeGrid Stack’d Series

What Products Should You
Go With?

Inverters:

Enphase IQ8+
Microinverter

Tesla Inverter
7.6KW String Inverter

Sol-Ark Inverter
15KW String Inverter

Tesla Powerwall+ Tesla Powerwall 2 Enphase IQ 10T

REC 405W Aptos 370W Tesla Solar Roof  72W Tile
25 yr Labor Warranty Roofing Product with built-in Solar

Solar Panels:

Baery Backups:
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Solar Accessories:

***

SPAN
Smart Electrical Panel

Hyper SureStart
So Starter

Tesla Powerwall
Stack Kit

EcoFlow Series
Portable Power Staons

Tesla Wall Connector
Level 2

EcoFlow Portable Power Staon

How Solar Works
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Financing your Solar System

$0 Down

$199/mo
for solar + baery

Finance up to
25 Years 

Payment as low as

So what are the payment opons?

Choosing to go solar with Good Faith Energy is not only an investment in your home or building, but an investment in your future. A solar system will add 
equity as well as offset, or in some cases, completely eliminate the cost of your electric bill. 

For the most part, there are two ways that most people choose to go with: Cash, or Financing. There are other opons such as cash-out refinance, and 
home equity lines of credit, but for the most part, the majority of our customers opt to go with cash purchases, or financing through a third party loan. 

Cash is always the best opon. When purchasing a solar system with 
cash, you will not acquire addional debt, and you own the system 
outright. You also can achieve a faster return on investment by choosing 
this route.

It is important to be aware of the payment structure when going with a It is important to be aware of the payment structure when going with a 
solar loan. Many 3rd party solar loan providers implement a payment 
plan that includes a discount on the first 18 months of payments. The 
customer is then expected to pay down the loan in order to connue 
with that same lower monthly payment. If you do not pay down the loan 
to the amount required, your payment will actually increase for the 
remainder of the loan. Be sure to know the terms before signing any 
agreements.

If you are wanng more informaon about solar loan opons, contact
Good Faith Energy, your solar consultant. We can provide you with the 
opons to fit your budget.

Things to Consider:
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Our Story:
Good Faith Energy came into existence in 2014 aer our founder, Mohammed “Mo” Abdalla,
stumbled upon solar power while traveling overseas.

One day while reflecng and traveling through Germany’s country-side, Mohammed
witnessed a landscape he never had before- countless rooops, covered in solar panels, all
being powered by the sun. He couldn’t believe what he was seeing. His research led him to
find out that ~40% of Germany’s power supply came from Solar Energy, meanwhile,
receiving the same amount of sunlight as ALASKA! Amazing.receiving the same amount of sunlight as ALASKA! Amazing.

When he returned to Texas, he was fully determined to help as many homes and 
businesses in his home state of Texas ulize power from the sun to power their lives.
In addion, he coupled those solar panels with baery backup systems which makes his 
community more resilient in the face of difficult mes.  

In 2017, Mo and Michael Solano partnered up. Michael holds the Master Electrician License 
for Good Faith Energy, and has operated an Electrical Contracng business for over 10 years. 
Through their unique partnership, Good Faith Energy grew it’s footprint and has helped over Through their unique partnership, Good Faith Energy grew it’s footprint and has helped over 
1000 homeowners go solar and baery backup throughout the state of Texas. 

8 years aer formaon, Good Faith Energy is a naonally recognized leader in Distributed
Solar & Storage, EV Charging, & Roofing. 

We are commied to ethical sales, quality installaons, and post-installaon service.

We’re more than an Electrical & Roofing contractor.

We’re a Movement and a Lifestyle. We’re a Family and a Community.

Good Faith Energy is a licensed, insured, and 5.0 Star rated Solar, Baery, Roofing, and EV Charger Electrical Contractor in Farmers Branch, Texas. TECL#: 35622

13720 Diplomat Dr. Farmers Branch, TX 75234
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